Model of Instrument of Ratification – (Antalya, 2006)

[STATE OF ...........................
or1 [GOVERNMENT OF .................................]

Instrument of [Ratification][Acceptance][Approval]¹ of the
Instruments amending the
Constitution of the International Telecommunication Union (Geneva, 1992)
and the
Convention of the International Telecommunication Union (Geneva, 1992),
as amended by the Plenipotentiary Conferences (Kyoto, 1994; Minneapolis, 1998; Marrakesh, 2002)
adopted by the Plenipotentiary Conference (Antalya, 2006)

Whereas

on 24 November 2006, the Member States of the International Telecommunication Union participating
in the Plenipotentiary Conference (Antalya, 2006) signed the Instruments amending the ITU
Constitution and Convention (Geneva, 1992), as amended by the Plenipotentiary Conferences
(Kyoto, 1994; Minneapolis, 1998; Marrakesh, 2002),

and whereas

___________________² is a Member State of the International Telecommunication Union, a Party to
the above-mentioned Constitution and Convention and a signatory to the Instruments amending the
said Constitution and Convention adopted by the Plenipotentiary Conference (Antalya, 2006);
___________________² is thus qualified to [ratify][accept][approve]¹ the said Instruments of
Amendment, in accordance with Article 55 of the Constitution and Article 42 of the Convention,

We¹,³ declare, by virtue of this single Instrument, that ___________________ ² [ratifies][accepts]
[approves]¹ the above-mentioned Instruments of Amendment, adopted by the Plenipotentiary
Conference (Antalya, 2006), and undertakes to abide faithfully by all of the provisions contained
therein.

This Instrument of [Ratification][Acceptance][Approval]¹ shall become effective on the date of its
deposit with the Secretary-General of the International Telecommunication Union.

Done at __________________ on ____________________

(Signature)³

¹ Delete as appropriate.
² Name of Member State.
³ Name and title of Head of State, Head of Government or Minister for Foreign Affairs.